
 

Learning Surfaces is a leading 
distributor of whiteboards and 
presentation tools for schools, 
designed to support and facilitate 
superior learning.
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Features

Having the correct communication tools can make 

all the difference in facilitating best-in-class student 

experience and inspire learning. Learning Surfaces 

whiteboards are an ideal dry-erase and presentation 

solution built for interactive classrooms. Our 

products are specifically designed for the learning 

environment, and are well-designed, dynamic boards 

to support you through your presentations. Learning 

Surfaces boards are suited for K-12 classrooms and 

higher education environments, including lecture halls. 

See our full product selection below.

Learning Surfaces builds 
whiteboard surfaces 
to inspire the next 
generation of leaders.

Low Gloss

The soft, white matte 

surface reduces glare 

and reflection from 

ambient light, so the  

board may be read  

easily from all angles.

Magnetic

The porcelain surface 

is magnet compatible 

making it ideal for 

holding ideas and items 

for better organization 

and communication.

Viewing Angle

The low gloss  

surface has less glare 

accommodating a 

greater viewing angle 

from anywhere in the 

room.

Writable

The smooth, tactile 

surface makes writing 

on the board easy and 

effortless. The matte 

white surface minimizes 

ghosting overtime.

Green Guard

We build our boards 

responsibly following 

environmental 

standards, which is why 

our boards are Green 

Guard certified.

Versatility

Learning Surfaces products 

are designed to be 

versatile, meaning that our 

boards are equipped with 

various features for a more 

dynamic presentation tool.



Our standard markerboard features a 

white porcelain surface framed in thin 

aluminum. The surface can also be 

specified with tackable cork, or in a 

linked format featuring both porcelain 

and cork. These boards also come 

with an optional full length marker tray, 

which is integrated into the lower 

frame of the board.

Marker Board

Board Height & Width

96 x 48 120 x 4848 x 48 60 x 48

48 x 36

72 x 48 84 x 48



Our cork board features a natural, 

tackable cork infill framed  

in thin aluminum.

The board can also be

specified in a linked

format with porcelain.

Cork Board

48 x 48

48 x 36

60 x 48 72 x 48 84 x 48 96 x 48

Board Height & Width



Our combo board allows you to 

create a massive presentation 

board. You can specify infills of 

either white porcelain and tackable 

cork, which is framed in thin 

aluminum. These boards also come 

with an optional partial or full length 

marker tray, which is integrated into 

the lower frame of the board.

Combo Board

84 x+60

108 x 48

120 x 48 144 x 48

138 x 48 192 x 48

Board Height & Width



In landscape orientation, these 

boards are built with a robust, 

sturdy frame that contain various 

horizontal surface sliders for 

additional writing space. The sliders 

allow for writing to be hidden and 

revealed when ready. Equip your 

board with up to 6 sliding tracks.

Horizontal Sliders

120 x 48 144 x 48 168 x 48 192 x 48

Board Height & Width



In portrait orientation, these boards 

are built with a robust, sturdy frame 

that comes with various vertical surface 

sliders for additional writing space. The 

sliders allow for writing to be hidden 

and revealed when ready. Equip your 

board with up to 3 sliding tracks.

Vertical Sliders

Board Height & Width

120 x 96 120 x 120

120 x 144



The bulletin case is enclosed in a silver 

aluminum frame and can be infilled with 

dry-erase or tackable cork. Perfect for 

use as a school notice board.

Bulletin Case

Board Height & Width

48 x 48 72 x 48



To help you present better and increase 

opportunities for collaboration and 

communication, keep your Learning Surfaces 

accessories within reach. Learning Surfaces 

markerboards come with a tackable track rail 

with durable natural cork infill.

Boards can also be ordered with optional flag 

holder and hooks to hang maps, calendars, 

posters and more.

Accessories

Map Hooks Flag Holder Tack Rail



Having the correct tools can make all the difference in facilitating best-in-class student 
experience. Learning Surfaces is a presentation tool designed to support and facilitate 
effective communication. Learning Surfaces are made for demanding environments that 
require versatile, high-performance boards. This education board is an ideal communication 
solution built with busy teachers and students in mind. The boards are made for busy and 
boisterous classrooms, delivering long-lasting quality with environmental responsibility. 

Draw, Write, Erase, Repeat.
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